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Texture Tips
Miniature Texturing Tools

Texture Tips can be used with any type of 

clay to create original jewelry, textures and molds.

Texture Tips are miniature texturing tools that are used to impress designs into any type of

clay. Use them to create custom textures and molds, or press directly into moist clay. 

Using Texture Tips with Polymer Clay 
When using with polymer clay, use a powder release (baby powder is common) to avoid the 

clay sticking to the Texture Tips as the clay warms. Polymer clay will leave a residue on

Texture Tips if a release is not used. The residue can be wiped off when misted with CoolSlip.

Using Texture Tips with Earthen Clay 
Use water as a release for earthen clays.

 

Using Texture Tips with Metal Clay
When using with metal clay, mist the tips with CoolSlip Anti-Stick Solution before use. 

The easiest way to do this is to place Texture Tips in their storage rack and mist them lightly 

all at once. (item# TIP-100 Texture Tip Storage Rack)

� Olive oil or balms can be used as a release if they are applied with a brush. 

� Do not use any type of automotive spray lubricant on Texture Tips.

A Dipping Dish can be made to re-apply CoolSlip to Texture Tips during use. You will need a

small glass dish (a single candle holder from a thrift store is perfect), CoolSlip and a makeup 

sponge (the type with the very fine pores). Trim the makeup sponge to fit into the dish, if 

necessary. Wet the sponge and squeeze it almost dry. Mist the sponge with CoolSlip, then 

place in the dish. Dab the Tip, once, lightly on the sponge. Blow on the tip to evaporate the

water, then impress. 

Ideas
Try experimenting with design options using polymer clay.

Make models in polymer can, then create a mold from the model to use with metal clay.

Care and Storage
Clean Texture Tips using a toothbrush and warm soapy water only. 

Should a Texture Tip end pop off, we recommend using Household Goop to re-attach

Store Texture Tips out of direct sunlight


